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What is SkillsQuest 

 An assessment to promote skills as a basis of technique by 

 providing a resource where fundamental skills can be taught, which 

 can be measured and tracked over time with a rewards system.  

SkillsQuest 

 Spearheaded by Michael Rogan & Ron Kipp 

 It’s a instrument designed to motivate, evaluate, educate and track skiers 

 Evaluated Event scaled 0-10 

 Baseline 1999 



Why 

It was developed to help motivate young athletes to improve their 

skills.  It is built on a progressive battery of drills covering each of 

the fundamental skills in skiing, which are appropriately 

developmentally based on age and experience in the sport. 

  

SkillsQuest 

 Developed to fulfill a need in ski racing resulting from 

less than optimal skill development 

 National Coaching Staff reports 

 To be a great ski racer you need to be a great skier 

 Ski racing involves more than running gates 







Bode Miller 



FUNDAMENTAL SKILLS 

Pressure Relates to Managing the forces acting on the skis.   

  Skiers manage the distribution of pressure along the  

  length of the skis, transfer pressure from one ski to  

  the other, and adjust the overall magnitude of the  

  force acting on the skis. 

Edging  Refers to tipping the skis relative to the length or  

  longitudinal axis of the skis.  Skiers use this action  

  to increase or decrease the ski-to-snow angle. 

Rotary  Refers to turning the skis about the vertical axis of  

  the body. Skiers use this action to affect the   

  direction their skis point. 

Balance  Is both a source and outcome of effective movement. 

 



Ages 

Yrs. Skiing 

2-6 

1-4 yrs. 

6-10 

1-4 yrs. 

10-14 

4-8 yrs. 

11-15 

5-9 yrs. 

16 and older 

10 + yrs. 

12-17 

6-11 yrs. 





WHY ARE WE IMPORTANT 

 We are usually the first person to interact with these future athletes 

 We develop the beginning and bases of their experience 

 Create a strong platform to work from 

 Create memories 







Ages 

Yrs. Skiing 

2-6 

1-4 yrs. 

6-10 

1-4 yrs. 

10-14 

4-6 yrs. 

11-15 

5-9 yrs. 

16 and older 

10 + yrs. 

12-17 

6-11 yrs. 



STEPS & JUMPS / STRAIGHT RUN HOP SKI 2 SKI 

(SKILL - PRESSURE) 

2-6 yrs. Old 

1-4 yrs. experience 
Level II Task 

STEPS & JUMPS 



ONE SKI SKIING 
(SKILL - EDGING) 

Level II Task 6-10 yrs. Old 

1-4 yrs. experience 



STRAIGHT RUN TO SIDE SLIP 
(SKILL - ROTARY) 

Level II Task 6-10 yrs. Old 

1-4 yrs. experience 



PIVOT SLIPS 
(SKILL - ROTARY) 

Level II Task 10-14 yrs. Old 

4-6 yrs. experience 



HOP TURNS 
(SKILL - ROTARY) 

Level III Task 12-17 yrs. Old 

6-11 yrs. experience 



COACH/INSTRUCTOR INTERACTION 





PSIA & US Ski Team 

Certification discussion 





OUTSIDE SKI TURNS 





PIVOT SLIPS 



For more information and resources go to: 

www.ussa.org/alpine-programs/athletes/development/skillsquest.com 


